
Chat for MU 1203, Class 1 

Jenny P: Can someone type in that name Robert is talking about? 

Lisa D: www.geodesic-greenhouse-kits.com 

Maria M: Kacper Postawski 

Jenny P: thanks maria 

Lisa D: My son just reported that we have turkeys on our front lawn! 

john t: check out yahoo for the 150 carat all diamond ring 

Marsha G: and the sun just intensified as it cleared the eave above my window and poured into the 
room just as the slide was read about the sun. amen 

john t: I love that image of such large close trees on a rustic path 

Claire B: A gila woodpecker just crashed into my window trying to say hello! 

Joel and Patricia: Phylos 

Nancy F: I love this picture Maria. 

Wayne: A diamond is crystalized sunlight. 

Donna K - in Daniel 3 there is a story of 3 young men who would not worship idols who were thrown 
into the fiery furnace and they would not burn up. So the king changed his mind and let them live.  
Sacred Fire? 

Doretha S: Being Born in the Etheric/Fire quadrant and being a water sign, makes such sense, how the 
elements work together. 

Marsha G: Regarding the comment about diamonds: how is that unique from what gold is? is it just the 
same process and unique due to their different frequencies? 

john t: I hope whoever acquires the 150 carat laser-cut diamond ring resonates with the purity and 
divine consciousness to maximize such a wonderful focus, to do for the planet what the hope diamond 
did not. 

Robert B: Mark Prophet would get emotionally fiery. 

Marsha G: and a lot of wind will "blow out" a fire ! 

Robert B: some day I'll have to demonstrate fire building with the bow drill.  It takes a lot of intense 
concentration and work! 

Robert B: charcoal filter 

Robert B: Use more mulch to protect the rain you get 

Robert B: can you create a pond? 



Lisa D: Thanks you so much for this verdant information!!! 

Robert B: in the long term plant trees to shade certain areas. 

Nancy F: Forum link for 1203 on homework on 1203 course page 

Nancy F: Updated Syllabus on the 1203 course page within the last week. 

Jenny P: Can someone type that link in?  

Philip G: what was the title of the movie? 

Lisa D: Please type the name of the video you are recommending because we did not get it. 

Nancy F: A Thousand Suns 

Jenny P: Thank you, Nancy! :-) 

Philip G: thank you 

Doretha S: Is there a link for this? 

Nancy F: The link is on the course page as well under references and in syllabus. 

jeanne-claire: Amen, thank you 

Claire B: Thank you! 

Mona L: thanks Robert thanks everyone! 

Doretha S: Thank you! 
  

 


